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What is AURA?

Aura is defined as the Bio-electric magnetic field that surrounds our bodies. All 
living beings are made up of matter and are constantly changing vibrations of 
different wavelengths. These vibrations or energies affect us even though it isn’t 
visible to the naked eye. Our Aura is part of the electromagnetic spectrum that 
surrounds us. So it isn’t just a colourful ring of light around you-it represents YOU!

Aura is related to the seven colours of the rainbow & influenced by sound vibrations. 
It is the storehouse of all positive and negative energies inside us which directly 
impacts our physical, mental & spiritual wellbeing. 

A healthy aura is composed of a healthy mind, body & spirit. Conversely, constant 
feelings of sickness, low energy, negativity, stress, anxiety and fatigue, pale face, 
and lack of concentration are signs of a negative aura. That is why it is imperative 
to keep your Aura clean & aligned to attract positive energy and abundance.

How to see your AURA?

Aura is a great way to know your physical, mental, spiritual & emotional well-
being. The shape, intensity and colour of Auras keep changing depending upon 
the harmony & balance of energy within your body. It is believed that we were all 
born with the ability to see Aura, but being surrounded by worldly & materialistic 
pleasures, we have lost touch with our spiritual self. 

Many researchers & healers associate different colours of Aura with personal 
characteristics, emotional wellbeing and other personality traits.

Now that you know what Aura is, Do you know how to see it?

You can see your Aura using different methods & exercises. 

Let us look at some of them you can use to develop auric sight & strengthen it:

Seeing through Peripheral Vision:

You need to increase sensitivity & peripheral vision to witness the sight of Aura 
around yourselves and others. Practising meditation & concentration exercises can 
help you improve peripheral vision and increase exposure to your eyesight. 

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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What is Peripheral vision?

We all are born with the ability to see Aura through Peripheral vision. Growing up, we 
tend to damage it from excessive artificial light (television, computers, bright lights etc.). 
We get used to central vision and expect only certain visuals. Young children see auras 
more easily than adults because their central vision is not damaged. Once they grow 
up, they are taught to see things in certain ways, making their auric sight weak. You can 
increase your peripheral vision with constant practice and meditation.

Steps to see your own AURA:

You can follow these steps to develop auric sight and see your Aura colour. 

You can see the background near your head is brighter and has a different 
colour than the background further away. This will be your perception of 
the Aura. The longer you concentrate, the better you will see it.

After 30 seconds analyse the surroundings of your head with peripheral 
vision while still looking at the same spot-your forehead.

Stand in front of a mirror and look at your forehead (Brow Chakra) for 30 
to 60 seconds.1.

2.

3.

Remember- concentrating on one spot will increase your sensitivity by accumulating the 
effect of Aura vibrations reaching your eyes. Keep concentrating on the same spot.

Practice daily for 10-15 minutes to increase sensitivity & develop Auric sight.

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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Aura Colours- Meaning & Significance

The colours of Aura reflect various factors like one’s personality, emotions, relationships 
and so on. Each colour holds a different characteristic that defines them. You might also 
have a mix of two different colour auras; primary and secondary. It also reflects your 
thoughts, feelings and desires.

A person with a clean, bright aura is said to be positive and live a healthy life. These 
clean auras are colours of the rainbow with different interpretations. While the dark 
auras like brown, grey & white reflect anger, negativity and hatred emotions. 

The clear colours of Aura are:

Violet (Purple)

This violet colour indicates enlightenment and spiritual 
connection. It is also the colour of the crown chakra which 

signifies a connection to higher consciousness.

Blue

The blue colour represents balanced existence, sustaining 
life, eased nerve system, transmitting forces and energy. 
People with a blue Aura are relaxed, balanced and feel 
ready to live in a cave and survive. They are born survivors.

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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Turquoise

Turquoise indicates dynamic quality of being, highly 
energised personality, capable of projection, influencing 
other people. People with a turquoise Aura can do many 
things simultaneously and are good organisers. They feel 
bored when forced to concentrate on one thing. Turquoise 

thought is a multi-directional thought.

Green
Green colour indicates restful, modifying energy, natural 
healing ability. All-natural healers should have it. People 
with a green strong point in their Auras are natural healers. 
The stronger the green Aura, the better the healer. They 
also love gardening and usually have a “green hand” - 
anything grows for them. Being in the presence of a person 
with a strong and green Aura is a very peaceful and 
restful experience. Green thought indicates a restful state 

and healing.

Yellow

Yellow colour represents joy, freedom, non-attachment, 
freeing or releasing vital forces. People who glow yellow 
are full of inner joy, very generous and not attached 
to anything. Yellow thought indicates a moment of joy 

and contentment

Orange

Orange indicates an uplifting, inspiring and absorbing 
personality. A sign of power. Ability and/or desire 
to control people. Orange thought is a thought about 

exercising power or desire to control people.

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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Red

Red Aura indicates a materialistically oriented person. 
It also indicates strong-will, activity, competitiveness, 

realistic, impulsive and overwhelmed by change

Pink (=purple+red)

Pink Aura indicates that the person achieved a perfect 
balance between spiritual awareness and material 
existence. The pink colour in the Aura is quite rare on 
Earth and appears only as a temporary thought, rather 

than as a strong point in the Aura.

Your Aura colours influence your:

Life Purpose:

Relationships:

Career Path:

Financial situation:

You can discover your life’s purpose and live true to yourself. 
It is the medium to attain personal happiness & fulfilment.

It can help to build strong bonds & create harmony with 
loved ones.

A pathway to fulfilling your dreams with mind clarity and 
knowing your true potential.

Learn what’s blocking you from abundance and manifest 
more by using your natural colour skills.

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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Impacts of Aura on Health

Aura, also called the enteric body, acts as an important shield to our physical body. 
When our aura is surrounded by negative energy, it directly has an impact on our 
physical, mental and emotional health. A positive aura containing clear colours has 
many good impacts on health. It keeps our mind, body and spirit aligned. 

Our mood plays a huge role in our aura. When you are sad, depressed, angry or in 
any negative mindset, it reflects in your aura. Your aura becomes darker and grey. The 
vibrant positive energy colours are gone. The same shift can happen when you are 
ill. You can also experience improper sleeping patterns, no motivation, low energy, 
headache and other problems impacting your health.  

While feeling positive emotions like gratitude, love, appreciation, you emit vibrant energy 
colours. It will keep you healthier and happy. The positive energy uplifts our mood and 
produces good vibrations in and around our bodies. You can heal your aura and turn 
negative energy into positive for better physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. 

 

Benefits of Aura Healing

Aura Healing is an effective and healing modality that helps dissolve negative emotions 
and eliminate energy blocks that can impact your overall wellbeing. 

It not only helps us heal our body but also helps us to connect ourselves to our body 
spiritually. From beauty to health to stress, tension and trauma, aura healing can 
cure everything. 

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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Here are some of the benefits of aura healing - 

Beauty 

 ▶ Aura Healing/Cleansing Steers Radiant Beauty, Healthy Body, And 
Illimitable Energy.

 ▶ Ageing, one of the biggest problems the human race faces. Who doesn’t 
want a glowing face, lifelong health and in very simple meaning, Immortality? 
However, these things are almost impossible to receive, at least for a normal 
human being. 

 ▶ Aura Healing brings out just about every positive energy in you while outcasting 
the negative within the body. Ageing brings out the worst in people, hormonal 
change is one of them Hormonal imbalances, along with stress and daily 
lifestyle routines results in weight gain, dull skin, hair and a listless appearance. 
This can be improved by Aura Healing. Aura Cleaning balances hormones, 
rejuvenates the person in mind and body, resulting in glowing skin, sparkling 
hair, weight loss, a very tender look and a radiant appearance. This invokes a 
sense of confidence and positive energy in your body. 

Stress Release

 ▶ Aura Healing/Cleansing Is Proven To Be Beneficial For Stress, Anxiety And 
Tension relief.

 ▶ Humans in day to day life deal with tonnes of emotions and feelings. This 
creates quite some stress and builds unwanted tension in the body. Stress 
impacts your daily life. Stress influences headache, fatigue, stomach ache, 
wherein our mood, the symptoms are anxiety, irritability or anger, and lack of 
motivation to focus. 

 ▶ Aura Healing plays an important role in helping you focus and build 
concentration towards your life and health. Aura Cleaning cleanses your mind, 
which releases stress from your body and brings out positivity throughout. It is 
also beneficial since it is said to give relief from headaches, fatigue and other 
aches of the body. The release of stress also proves vital in comforting anxiety, 
irritation and boosts motivation that helps in the daily routine of an individual.

Pain Relaxation

 ▶ Aura Healing/Cleansing Targets Pain & Assists You To Tackle Accordingly.

 ▶ Pain has become an inescapable part of contemporary life. Joint pain, chronic 
backaches, headaches and bone disorders are some highlighted pain that an 
individual deals with regularly. These pain are inevitable and cause a lot of 
damage since pain leads to lack of concentration, increases irritability and 
demotivates to a certain level. This hampers your work and personal life.

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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 ▶ Aura Cleansing is the key to finding relief in such circumstances. It not only 
brings inner peace that helps to focus on your important goals but helps you 
invoke positivity that will bring out the best of you. In addition, Aura Healing 
focuses on chronic pain and other body aches that help the individual relax 
through the physical disorders and live a healthier life without the stress of pain 
and imbalances that hinder daily life. 

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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What is Chakra?

The Sanskrit word Chakra means wheel or disc. Chakra can be defined as the wheels of 
energy that pass throughout the body. These spheres or Prana are located at the spine 
but they spread across the body. So Chakras are the vortex of energy that naked eyes 
can’t see but can be sensed and felt by powerful intuition. 

Chakras were first mentioned in the Vedas, sacred texts dating from 1500 to 1000 BC. 
But recently came to the limelight due to an increase in the awareness of health and 
wellbeing among people. 

There are 114 minor and major chakras present in the human body, among which the 
7 chakras play a significant role in our health and wellbeing. Each of them corresponds 
to specific organs and physical, emotional, psychological, and spiritual states of being. 
Our ideology, behaviour, emotional health, and actions are greatly influenced by the 
energy flow of these Chakras.

Importance of 7 Chakras

Among all the minor and major chakras present in the human body, the seven chakras 
located at the spine play a significant role in the health and wellbeing of an individual.

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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The Root Chakra:

The Sanskrit word root chakra is Muladhara which is derived from 
two words – Mula meaning “root” and Adhara which means “base” 
or “support”. It is associated with the base of the spine, the pelvic 
floor, and the first three vertebrae. This chakra is red in colour and 
represents our basic needs like security and stability.

The Sacral Chakra:

The sanskrit word for sacral chakra is Svadhisthana, where “swa” 
means ‘self’ and “adhishthana” means established; so Svadhisthana  
is place “where your being is established.” Sacral or Svadhisthana 
chakra house our emotions, passion and pleasure. This Chakra is 
the centre of our creativity and sexual energy. It is located below the 
navel and above the pubic bone. The Orange colour resembles this 
chakra of fun.

The Solar Plexus Chakra:

The Sanskrit name for solar plexus chakra is Manipura which means 
“lustrous gem”. It is located from the navel to about the ribcage of the 
body. This yellow coloured Chakra governs our metabolism, digestion 
and stomach related activities.

The Heart Chakra:

Located at the centre of all the chakras, the Heart Chakra or Anahata 
acts as a connection between the upper chakras of spirit and the lower 
chakras of matter. Anahata in Sanskrit means “unstruck,” “unhurt” or 
“unbeaten.” Anahata chakra is where ‘Atman’ or true self, resides. 
This Chakra is the source of love and connection and is represented 
by green and pink colours.

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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The Throat Chakra:

The Sanskrit name for the throat chakra is Vishuddha which means 
“especially pure”. As the name suggests this chakra is located at the 
throat and is associated with the thyroid, parathyroid, jaw, neck, 
mouth, tongue, and larynx. It is resembled by the colour blue.

The Third eye Chakra:

Ajna chakra or the third eye chakra is positioned between the 
eyebrows. Ajna refers to the centre of intuition, as the Sanskrit word 
Ajna means “perceive,” “command” or “beyond wisdom”. This chakra 
helps you to clear any illusions or drama and see the clear picture. It 
is Indigo in colour.

The Crown Chakra:

The Sanskrit name for the crown chakra is Sahasrara which means 
“thousand-petalled” as the chakra is said to be in the form of a lotus 
with 1,000 petals arranged in 20 layers. It sits at the crown of the 
head. This violet chakra refers to the enlightenment and spiritual 
connection to our higher selves, others, and ultimately, the connection 
with the divine.

How it impacts the health

Chakras or the spinning wheels of energy are correlated to the enormous nerve centres 
of the body. Root chakra at the bottom has the densest energy level, whereas crown 

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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chakra at the top consists of the most subtle and refined energy.

A chakra is said to be balanced when they are spinning clockwise at a medium pace.

But sometimes, one or more chakras are either too activated or sluggish, resulting in the 
imbalance of chakras. The feeling of negativity, anxiety, fear, anger and depression are 
classic examples of the chakras being out of sync. The sluggish or overactive behaviour 
of a chakra can eventually lead to blockage in the particular chakra.

Effects on health:

The blockage in chakras impacts various aspects of the health of an individual. 

If the Muladhara chakra is blocked, it can result in panic attacks and 
anxiety. It can also cause depression, lower concentration power and 
general paranoia. Physical issues caused by blocked root chakra are 
problems in the large intestine, eating disorders, low energy level 

and chronic lower pain.

The Root chakra (Muladhara)

Blockage of Svadhisthana chakra can make you feel uninspired 
creatively and cause emotional instability. It can impact one’s sexual 
life and can cause dissatisfaction in relationships. Blood cancer, 
diabetes, dysfunction in the reproductive organs, and urinary system 
are all related to the sacral chakra imbalance. It can also cause 

allergies and addictive behaviour.

The Sacral Chakra (Svadhisthana)

Lower self-esteem, difficulty in decision-making, and controlling your 
temper are signs of blockage in the solar plexus or Manipura chakra. 
Physically it can affect your digestive system and your memory. It can 

also cause diabetes, pancreatitis, arthritis and allergy.

The Solar Plexus Chakra (Manipura)

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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Naturally, these chakras affect a person’s heart, which causes asthma, 
immune deficiency, high blood pressure, and tension between 
shoulder blades. A closed heart chakra can make you jealous, angry, 

fearful, hateful, and betray, leading to bitterness in relationships.

The Heart Chakra (Anahata)

As throat chakra is the centre of communication, efficiency in 
this chakra can make it difficult to express oneself. Lack of clear 
judgement, inability to stay focused, lack of attention can make a 
person lose focus on the truth. The physical signs of imbalance consist 
of throat issues, thyroid problems, stiffness in the neck and shoulders, 

and headaches.

The Throat Chakra (Vishuddha chakra)

Imbalance in the Ajna chakra can lead to trouble trusting inner voice, 
lack of memory, and problems accessing your intuition. It can also 
cause headaches, brain tumors, stroke, sleep issues, struggle to learn 

new things, and other brain health issues.

The Third eye Chakra (Ajna chakra)

Blockage in the crown chakra can create emotional turmoil within a 
person. They feel a sense of disconnection, which affects the direction 
and purpose of life. The imbalance in the crown chakra can lead 
to destructive feelings, confusion and a sense of frustration. Greed, 
superficiality and arrogance are signs of the overactive crown chakra.

The Crown Chakra (Sahasrara)

This might make us think that more than one of our chakras are imbalanced. This is 
because our chakras are closely linked to each other. The imbalance of one chakra is 
compensated by other chakras. They start spinning more quickly or too slowly. Therefore 
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it is advised to start working on all the chakras from root to the crown so as to realign 
and balance them.

Benefits of Chakra Healing

Balanced chakras lead to a greater sense of consciousness. As chakras are the vortex 
that pulls the energy of the universe into the body. When the chakras are unsynchronized, 
they attract various negative energies, resulting in ailments and diseases frequently 
occurring in the being. 

In medical terms, Chakras are closely associated with endocrine glands. Therefore, 
manifestation in chakras can result in disease that affects the specific chakra regions in the 
physical body and leads to the imbalance in the hormone secretion of the linked gland.

So it becomes crucial to regularly stabilise and balance all the seven chakras to achieve 
good physical health and emotional well-being.

The health and emotional benefits of balanced chakras are: 

• Feeling of being grounded

• Sense of physical and emotional safety

• Develop self-esteem

Root chakra:

• Becomes enthusiastic

• Start taking creative risks

• Embrace one’s sexuality

The Sacral Chakra:

• Feel empowered and fruitful

• Self-confidence

• Self-compassion

The Solar Plexus Chakra:

• Warm-hearted 

• Sympathetic and Compassionate

• Joyful and loving

• Forgiving

The Heart Chakra:

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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• Confident,

• The clarity in thinking, 

• Sense of safety, 

• Honest and truthful

The Throat Chakra:

• Strong perception, 

• Wisdom, 

• Powerful spiritual life, 

• Focused and determined

The Third Eye Chakra:

• Universal awareness

• Feeling of Bliss

• Enlightenment

The Crown Chakra:

Now you can identify your relative strengths and weaknesses while looking at all aspects 
of chakras, and determine your energy flow to improve physically, mentally or emotionally. 
Also, strengthen your strong points through Chakra healing.

How to heal your chakras?

Even though there are several chakras present in the body, corresponding to the energy 
transformation, the seven chakras have a massive impact on the overall health & well-
being of the mind, body & soul. When it comes to healing & balancing chakras, these 
seven chakras are primarily dealt with and taken care of. These chakras integrate the 
mind, body, & soul to form a complete spectrum experience. Beginning at the end of the 
spinal cord, these seven chakras are evenly located throughout the spine ending towards 
the bottom of your head. 

Various healing modalities & alternate forms of medicines are looked upon while healing 
or balancing the chakras and removal of blockages from the path of abundance & 
expansion. 

Though, it is of utmost importance to unlock the blocked chakras, overcoming the 
imbalances is crucial too. 

www.YourSpiritualRevolution.org
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There are several ways that help a spirit channel the right energy and elevate it 
towards balancing chakras. 

1. Chakra meditation 

Chakra meditation is usually practised in two parts. The first part specifically focuses on 
the cause of imbalance & blockages. Whereas the second part significantly focuses on 
the effect of the imbalance & blockages. Without addressing the cause of the problem, it 
is nearly impossible to find its effect. Hence through chakra meditation, it becomes easy 
to identify the problem and tackle it. 

Various meditation techniques like the white light chakra meditation, Inner vision 
meditation or any meditation that centralises the energy and commands the subconscious 
mind can help a soul identify and balance the blocked chakras. 

2. Physical therapeutic Massage

Since chakras are a part of the body that works like energy centres, it is possible to heal 
and balance chakras through massage. Using Massage to relieve the blockages can 
heal the chakras and reduce the negative health impacts. 

a. Root Chakra

Massaging the gluteal muscles, legs & feet encourages the flow of energy 
thus heals the blockages of chakras effectively. 

b. Sacral Chakra 

The muscles under the hips consist of a concentrated chakra. Stretching 
and yoga release the blockages of locked chakra present inside the body.

c. Solar Plexus 

Massaging the abdominal muscles with essential oils help eliminate 
waste and optimize organ function. 

d. Heart Chakra 

Rubbing the back of the chest and shoulder releases particular regions of 
chakra in our body.

e. Throat Chakra

Gentle neck tractions followed by slight rubbing of fascia muscles help 
invoke a sense of relief and relaxation.

f. Third Eye Chakra 

The massage technique used for Third Eye Chakra is known as ‘Brow 
Stripping’,  & it includes the lower jaw region and nasal sinuses.

g. Crown Chakra 

This includes a scalp massage with a gentle hair pull. It helps to connect 
the mind and soul and brings peace throughout the body.

 

Aura & Chakra Healing 
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3. Uplift of Vibration through colours

All the chakra centres present in the body react differently to different colours. Varied 
colours signify different vibrations and are capable of making changes in the physical 
state, emotions, psychological behavior, and mood towards other human energy. 
Exposing the mind, body and spirit to happy and charming colours can significantly 
heal the blockages and tackle the imbalances. Similarly, exposure to dark, dull, and 
pale colours can create more blockages and negative energy, hindering the soul from 
spiritual & integral evolution. Human minds, body and spirits are capable of responding 
to colours reacting respectively. Being surrounded with happy colours will not only uplift 
the vibrations but will also remove the blockages & balance the chakra, making it easier 
to attract positive energy. 

4. Healing Music

Chakras are capable of responding to frequencies. Sound healing is one of the most 
effective & traditional forms of chakra balancing. It connects the chakras by frequencies 
& vibrations created through sound & music. It transfers the energy throughout the spine 
generating a sense of balance among chakras. Healing through music is a method to 
practice chakra meditation too. 

5. Yoga

Yoga can help you align your chakras easily. When yoga and mudras are practised, 
the chakras get balanced and promote physical, mental and emotional wellbeing. Yoga 
tends to move energy in your body even when you are not focusing on it. Balancing 
and stabilizing your physical body through asana (yoga posture) also rebalances your 
subtle body. This realigns the chakras, which regulate behaviors, and makes it easier to 
overcome outdated patterns, beliefs, and habits.

6. Energy Healers 

Energy Healing Modalities are ancient & traditional forms of Chakra healing & 
balancing. After examining the energy centres present in the body, mainly located in the 
spine, it becomes easy to figure the reason for imbalance & blockages. Energy healing 
effectively heals the blockages by channelling the right energy and balances the mind, 
body & spirit. 
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